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In 2016 we learned about efforts by foreign actors to interfere in the U.S. election by injecting misinformation and disinformation into public discourse on social media. False events and personas added to the polarization and manipulation of voters.

The 2020 election is marked by similar efforts, though this time the actors are domestic as well as foreign. What do we do know about people with deceptive or malicious agendas trying to influence citizens ahead of elections, to degrade democracy and sow distrust in the election results, or to spread confusion about science and facts more generally through our information systems?
Often, it’s not a question of “hacking” voting machines, but rather of hacking the minds of voters to induce them to take voting actions – or to refrain from voting altogether. The 2016 election stands as a prime example – multiple Russian efforts were aimed at interfering in that year’s presidential election and hurting Democrats. This included creating division across social media, hacking and leaking emails, and tempting media outlets into spreading such narratives.

Foreign and domestic electoral manipulation is one of the topics in the eight-week Stanford University course, “Technology and the 2020 Election: How Silicon Valley Technologies Affect Elections and Shape Democracy.” This joint class for Stanford students and Stanford’s Continuing Studies Community enrolls a cross-generational population of more than 400 students from around the world.

The class session on “Manipulation: Misinformation and Disinformation” included guest experts Camille Francois, research affiliate at Harvard University’s Berkman Klein Center for Internet and Society and chief innovation officer at Graphika, and Alex Stamos, director of the Stanford Internet Observatory and former chief security officer at Facebook. Both are involved in the Election Integrity Partnership, a coalition of research entities focused on supporting real-time information exchange between the research community, election officials, government agencies, civil society organizations, and social media platforms. Lisa Einstein, course manager to Rob Reich and Marietje Schaake and a Stanford master’s degree candidate in computer science, also contributed to this issue brief and discussion below.

Introduction

When Alex Stamos was working at Facebook, he discovered that about $100,000 in ad spending was affiliated with Russian sources from June 2015 to May of 2017 and connected to hundreds of inauthentic accounts and pages. Some of these efforts were aimed at the Black Lives Matter movement, rather than focusing on support for particular candidates. Overall, these Russian-manipulated ads attempted to amplify divisive social and political messages across the political spectrum on issues such as LGBTQ rights, race, immigration, and gun rights. The ads were designed to foment more polarization along existing political fault lines in the United States and to further radicalize certain groups.

When then-presidential candidate Donald Trump claimed in a debate that the Democratic National Committee hack involving John Podesta’s emails could have been executed by someone in their bed weighing 400 pounds, he played directly into Russian President Vladimir Putin’s playbook by forcing Americans to question the credibility of their own democratic process.

The pandemic has opened a new front in the misinformation and disinformation battle. The discrediting of established voices on science, such as the World Health Organization or the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, produces an information environment in which growing numbers of people question authoritative sources of science and fact.
The result is a proliferation of misinformation and disinformation about COVID-19 that some call an “info-demic.” It has effects on peoples’ offline behavior and has led to higher infection rates as some have also stopped using or reduced their protective measures against COVID-19.

“Misinformation” includes false content, such as conspiracies, created or disseminated without the intention to mislead or harm people. “Disinformation” is false information created or disseminated with the conscious intention to mislead or harm. A related phenomenon is the creation of “deep fakes,” which are manipulated images or video. Such “synthetic media” creates new opportunities of disinformation that will further undermine trust, even in our own senses. What we see with our own eyes may not be believable.

**Discussion**

Though the twin events of a crucial election and global pandemic have led some social media platforms to take more proactive stances than ever before to moderate health and election-related disinformation, the problem of disinformation continues to grow in sophistication.

In the U.S., some elected officials – including the President himself – are spreading rumors or falsehoods to deter people from voting and to pre-emptively delegitimize election results. While democratic regulation is legitimate, some political leaders are creating “fake news” laws and policies as excuses to silence opponents and political rivals – or to impose internet shutdowns during contentious political events.

Though the U.S. might be more prepared for disinformation campaigns during the 2020 election than in 2016, this has not yet deterred manipulative efforts. For example, U.S. intelligence recently pointed to foreign state actors such as Iran as the likely sources of emails claiming to be linked to the “Proud Boys” and sent to American voters threatening to hurt them if they wouldn’t vote for Donald Trump. Even though the emails were sent to an estimated couple thousand voters, the effort garnered significant American media attention.

This in turn raises another concern: when disinformation creates a media buzz and repetition of
the very falsehoods involved. Editorial boards, such as that of the Washington Post, have now published editorial guidelines on how they will report about disinformation. This is an advisable process, lest the press become a main vector for the dissemination of disinformation.

It’s important to understand which audiences disinformation campaigns are targeting. Some are extremely elaborate, taking place over a half dozen years, wherein a foreign actor creates multiple personae and builds influence in online groups. Offline effects, such as how these efforts then lead to events and organizing, need to be better understood. Access to relevant data from platform companies is urgently needed for such independent research.

Social scientists, meanwhile, have much fertile ground to explore regarding the concrete effects of disinformation – the 2020 election might well yield a lot of data on this subject. In developing countries, disinformation is an ongoing problem that goes little noticed in the U.S., even though important lessons could be ascertained from experiences in the rest of the world. It is a reminder that standards set by Silicon Valley giants impact people all over the globe.

In the U.S., the federal government has a variety of tools at its disposal to thwart foreign interventions, which do not enjoy First Amendment protections and are subject to electoral campaign laws. In the case of domestic actors, it’s more difficult to regulate their online activity due to free speech safeguards. And, Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act generally provides immunity for social media platforms from third-party content.

However, understanding the various aspect of disinformation campaigns requires not only looking at content, but also at actors and their behavior, as Camille Francois explains in the ABC framework she presented last September to the U.S. House of Representatives.

Content moderation enforcement is quite uneven across social media platforms, with the larger and more
Final Thoughts

In regard to the 2020 election and the role of non-governmental civil organizations, which enjoy some flexibility compared to state entities, The Election Integrity Partnership’s objective is to detect and reduce the impact of attempts to prevent or deter people from voting or to delegitimize election results. They can provide rapid responses in such instances to social media platforms and election offices.

Bipartisan policy opportunities to address these election security issues may be more likely in 2021, a non-election year at the U.S. national level. A policy framework should take into account the global nature of the problem. Democratic societies may have to live with disinformation to a certain extent as the cost of living in free and open communities. But that does not mean the business models that facilitate manipulation should be left unregulated. To combat disinformation, governments, policymakers and social media platforms need to pay more attention to the problems that arise in order to avoid worst scenarios. And, while political candidates often rhetorically disavow such manipulations, they need to directly call upon their supporters to disengage from these efforts.

Disinformation won’t go away.
This is the price of living in an open society. With a free press and an unregulated internet, we’re going to live with the possibility of foreign and domestic actors injecting disinformation into our environment.
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